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Abstract
1. Single action potentials were recorded extracellularly at 2 sites from human sacral dorsal nerve 

roots, and their conduction time measured. Conduction velocity frequency distribution histograms were 
constructed from afferent and efferent nerve fibres. Conduction velocity distribution peaks could be 
identified from afferents of mechanorecep tors of the skin, the bladder, the anal canal, of stretch and flow 
receptors of the urinary bladder, from spindle afferents and from the 3 a (extrafusal) and 3 y- 
motoneuron (intrafusal) classes.

The electrophysiologically measured roots were removed and morphometrically analysed. Nerve fibre 
diameter frequency distribution histograms were constructed with respect to 3 myelin sheath thickness 
ranges. Nerve fibre diameter distribution peaks could partly be correlated to the corresponding 
conduction velocity distribution peaks.

2. Identified nerve fibre classes, characterized by their group peak values of conduction velocity and 
fibre diameter were at about 36 °C (age 30 years) : Spindle afferents : SP1 (60 msec ~1113.2 pm) 
SP2 (50/12.0?); touch afferents : TO (49 msec-1 /13.0 pm), T1 (44/11.2), T2 (39/10.1), T3 (31/9.1), 
T4 (20/8.3) ; pain afferents : P (13 msec-1 /?) ; mucosa touch afferents from bladder and anal canal: 
M (12.5 msec ~1 /?) ; bladder afferents from stretch receptors measuring probably mural tension : 
SI (42.5 msec~1 /?), ST(38/?) and from flow receptors : S2 (12.5/?) ; oc-motoneurons : 
a7 (60 msec-1/13.1 pm) [FFJ, a11(?/12.0) [F(int) ], a2 (50/10.2) [FR], a3 (37/8.3) [SJ; y-motoneu- 
rons : y^ (27 msec'1 /7.2 jum), yj (20/6.7), y2 (15/6.2).

3. Because of the strong temperature dependence of the conduction velocities a calibration of the 
structure of the velocities, which was almost independent of temperature, is defined by the condition that 
the a2-motoneurons have the same peak conduction velocity then the secondary spindle afferents (SP2) ; 
the T1 touch afferents have about 10 % lower velocity values.

4. Touch afferents and oc-motoneurons had a different velocity-diameter relation, which indicated 
differences in the myelin sheath thickness and/or membrane properties. The conduction velocities of the 
touch afferents were more temperature-dependent than those of the oc-motoneurons. Within the classes of 
touch afferents and oc-motoneurons the temperature dependence increased towards smaller class peak 
values.

5. Through the use of action potential wave form comparisons it was possible to identify action 
potentials from single nerve fibres in each class of touch afferents (TO to T4). Activity patterns of single 
touch units could partly be analysed. From delays and occurrence patterns of action potentials, 
stimulated by touch, it was found that the delay in T1 units which were not focally stimulated could be 
double as long as the delay in focally stimulated units for conduction distances of 550 mm. T1 units were 
probably most responsive to changes in the velocity of skin displacement. T3 and T4 units were more 1
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sensitive to light touch and/or had higher receptor densities than T1 and T2 units. T1 and T2 units 
probably adapted faster than T3, T4 and P units. The TO, Tl, T2, T3 and T4 cutaneous 
mechanoreceptive afferents probably correspond to hair follicle, PC, RA, SAI, and SAII units 
respectively.

6. The action potential activity of the bladder afferents SI and ST increased roughly proportionally 
with the filling of the bladder up to 750 ml. SI and ST receptors probably measured mural tension. Flow 
receptors (S2) responded to fluid movements and the filling of the bladder, if this was higher than 
600 ml (pressure).

7. The wall of the urethra contained mainly mechanoreceptors from mucosal M afferents. The wall 
of the anal canal contained mechanoreceptors from mucosal M afferents and, additionally, from the skin 
afferents Tl, T2, T3 and T4. It is suggested that the different thresholds of the skin mechanoreceptors 
are used to distinguish flatus from fluid and feces in the anal canal.

8. Among nerve fibres with a diameter larger than 5.5 jum a dorsal S3 root contained very 
approximately 3 % efferents, an S4 18 % and an S5 root 20 to 30%.

9. It is discussed how the method of calculating peak conduction velocities and peak diameters of 
different nerve fibre classes can be used in experimental diabetes to recognize functional myelin sheath 
alterations before the morphological ones. A new diagnostic tool for neuropathies is suggested: By first 
recording extracellular action potentials from a nervus suralis fascicle before removing it from the 
patient for morphometry, it may also be possible to obtain conduction velocities of afferent nerve fibres 
and additionally of efferent nerve fibres, if they exist in the nervus suralis.

The anterior sacral nerve root stimulation for bladder control in paraplegia is discussed with respect 
to the existence of dorsal root efferents and ventral root afferents.

Key-words: Human — Nerve fibre classes — Group conduction velocity — Group diameter — Skin afferents — Anal canal 
afferents — Bladder afferents — Efferents.

1. Introduction

The motivation for this research is to 
develop treatment for spinal cord lesions. A 
reconnection of the human nervous system to 
restorate functions, (see clinical implications of 
the second paper (41)), can only be performed 
on rational grounds, if the functions of the 
human nervous system are known and can be 
varified anatomically and partly functionally 
during an operation.

In a series of 3 papers it will be shown that 
the extracellular recording of action potentials 
(Ap’s) from the undamaged nervous system in 
connection with morphometry, can partly fulfil 
the task of clarifying the necessary function of 
the human nervous system and partly verify 
these functions in an operation in the form of 
diagnosis. In the first paper, it is mainly the 
method which is developed in order to identify

afferent and efferent nerve fibre classes in nerve 
roots. Activity patterns of afferents following 
natural stimulation supply information about 
receptor properties. The second paper reports 
upon activity patterns of motoneuron firing 
following physiological stimulations analysed in 
the first paper. The new observation, that 
motoneurons fire repeatedly with impulse trains 
(oscillatory firing mode) when high activity 
levels are needed, is analysed. One detailed 
measurement of urinary bladder filling is 
described. In the third paper activity changes of 
a2, a3 and y-motoneurons in the occasional 
spike mode and the oscillatory firing mode are 
shown in response to skin, bladder and anal 
canal stimulations. Activity changes of second
ary spindle afferents are given in response to 
y-motoneuron activity changes. The clinical 
implications will deal with neuropathies in the 
first paper, treatment of spinal cord lesions in
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the second paper and possibilities of disorders 
in the third paper.

In this first paper peak conduction velocities 
of myelinated afferent and efferent nerve fibre 
classes of known function will partly be corre
lated to their peak fibre diameters of measured 
distributions. Nerve fibres will be classified by 
paired values of group conduction velocity and 
group nerve fibre diameter instead of using the 
A, B and C system of Erlanger and Gasser (19) 
or the I to IV group system of Lloyd (33) for 
classification. It turns out that the relation 
between conduction velocity and nerve fibre 
diameter of a factor of 6 (25) is not a good 
description of human nerve fibre properties. 
Since there is no unique conversion factor 
between conduction velocity and nerve fibre 
diameter in animals (2, 7, 10, 21, 23, 50) and 
human (40), classes of nerve fibres are charac
terized by the group conduction velocity, the 
group nerve fibre diameter and its function.

In an earlier paper (40) 3 classes of a- 
motoneurons and 3 classes of touch afferents 
were identified. These further, more detailed 
measurements support those data; small correc
tions have to be made to the oq-motoneurons 
and to the touch 2 and touch 3 afferents. The 
exactness of conduction velocity and nerve fibre 
diameter values given in this paper, again runs 
the risk of further corrections. But it is better to 
have precise data, which give detailed informa
tion and can be tested critically instead of 
having large ranges of values which cancel out 
properties. 2

2. Clinical material and method

Measurements were collected from 2 human 
cadavers (Cad), 5 brain dead human cadavers 
(Hirntote = HT’s) and 1 patient (intraopera
tive diagnosis, Neuroleptanalgesia). There was 
no known neurological disease. It was 
attempted to keep the blood pressure up by 
administration of Dopamin (4 pg/kg per min) 
according to those standards used in kidney 
removals. Elevated brain pressure, subarach
noidal bleeding, disturbance of coagulation and 
consumptive coagulopathy complicated the

trials. Only HT’s, which could not be used for 
kidney explantation (infection, hyperten
sion ...), were used for the measurements.

2.1. Ethics

The measurements were done in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki, and were to 
reconstruct urinary tract function as in kidney 
removals. The measurements on human cadav
ers, including HT’s, for developing an opera
tional technique in paraplegia, have been 
approved by the ethical commitee of the GDR, 
were the measurements were performed. In 
West Germany (~60 000 000 inhabitants) there 
are about 1000 new paraplegics per annum. 
About 100 commit suicide because of the “no 
hope” situation. Others die because of chroni
cal ascending bladder and kidney infections and 
the rest live with a low quality of life.

2.2. Electrophysiology

Action potentials (Ap’s) were recorded 
extracellularly from nerve roots with 2 pla
tinum wire electrode pairs (electrode pair dis
tance = 8 mm; electrode distance in each 
pair = 4 mm) at 2 sites, preamplified (x 1000), 
filtered (RC-filter, passing frequency range 
100 Hz-10 kHz) and displayed on a digital 
storage oscilloscope (Yuko Vks 22-16), and also 
stored using a PCM-processor (Digital Audio 
Processor PCM-501ES) and a video recorder 
(JVC-Kasettenrecorder, Modell Nr. Hr- 
D 250 EG) (40). A sharp 50 Hz filter was some
times used between the preamplifier and the 
scope or when recalling from the tape between 
the processor and the scope. Mostly, the time at 
the beginning of a touch with a metal ball 
(0 = 5 mm) or of pricking with a pin was 
marked with an upward pulse and the end of a 
touch or pin-pricking with a downward pulse on 
trace “a”. These pulses were generated by a 
markation pulse generator connected to the 
digital scope, which was switched on and off 
with a touch sensor working on the basis of 
resistance changes. To reduce the contact resis
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tance between touch ball and skin contact gel 
was used for the skin. Also, the pulling and 
releasing of the anal and bladder catheters were 
mostly marked with a pull-switch connected to 
the catheters and working in connection with 
the same markation pulse generator. Conduction 
velocities of single fibres were calculated from 
the conduction distance (electrode pair dis
tance) and their conduction times, the time 
needed for an Ap to cover the conduction 
distance (time difference between the traces 
“ a ” and “ b ” for a certain Ap). Trace “ a ” was 
the recording from the proximal electrode pair 
and trace “b” from the distal pair. Conduction 
velocity frequency distribution histograms were 
constructed. Histogram classes were < and < . 
To obtain a sufficient number of occurring 
conduction velocities, several histograms of sev
eral time intervals of 400 msec were lamped 
together. If all occurring velocities were used 
(open plus hatched part of histograms), the 
overall activity was obtained. For getting infor
mation about the number of active fibres, each 
conduction velocity value was used only once 
(hatched part of the histograms); for an expla
nation of the hatched and open plus hatched 
histograms see reference 40; page 36. This 
measure of the number of active fibres is rather 
arbitrary since it depends on the overall activ
ity, the accuracy of the measurements and the 
repeatability of the true conduction velocity, 
and gives only approximate information about 
active nerve fibre numbers. However, it is quite 
good for comparing the activated number of 
fibres of comparible histograms. A better mea
sure of active nerve fibre numbers is the identi
fication of single fibres by wave form consider
ations on the proximal (a) and distal (b) traces. 
The number of existing fibres, both active and 
inactive, were obtained from nerve fibre diame
ter frequency distribution histograms if distri
bution peaks (groups) could be identified. The 
error of a measured conduction velocity 
depended on the accuracy of the measurement, 
on the digitalisation (how many digital points 
per Ap) and on the noise and artifact level. 
With 8192 digitalisation points per sweep (256 
points in y-direction)), the quality of digitalisa
tion changed with the chosen time scale. Addi

tionally, the Ap’s from a single fibre were not 
always conducted with exactly the same veloc
ity, as could be measured from repeatedly firing 
fibres, a-designates extrafusal motoneurons and 
y-intrafusal ones. No special care was taken in 
this first paper for the oscillatory firing mode of 
a few a-motoneurons, since the conduction 
velocity distribution peaks of motoneurons 
were only used as a calibration marker. For 
further details of the recording method see 
references 40 and 61.

2.3. Morphometry

Root pieces of a few cm were removed from 
the HT’s after recording and from cadavers 
(Cad), fixated for 2 to 4 hours in 4% glutaral- 
dehyd in cacodylate buffer, afterwards fixated 
in 1 % 0s04 for 2 hours and dehydrated and 
embedded in Araldite according to standard 
techniques. Pictures of semi-thin sections, 
stained with thionin acridine-orange, were 
taken with the light microscope ( x 1000). Nerve 
fibre diameters 0= 1/2(0!+02) (0i and 
02 are the larger and smaller diameter of 
non-roundshaped fibres) and the mean myelin 
sheath thickness “d” were measured by hand. 
A shrinkage correction of 8 % was taken into 
account. The measured nerve fibre diameters 
were divided up in 4 myelin sheath thickness 
ranges (d = 0.25-0.75 pm, d = 0.8-1.25, d = 1.3- 
1.75, d= 1.8-2.3; <i-values were measured in 
steps of 0.05 pm so that there are no gaps 
between the d-ranges), of which 3 were plotted 
in the figures 11 and 12. The histogram classes 
were < and < . Electron micrographs were 
only used for the control of the light micro
scope pictures. For further details see refer
ence 40.

3. Results

3.1. Electrophysiology

3.1.1. Touch offerents from the nearly hairless 
skin

Action potential (Ap) activity in response to 
touching sacral dermatomes is shown in fig-
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Touch - stimulated afferent activity

rn3 T31 T4 T31 J2i T1, SP2 T31

Z A... . ; ------------------------------------------ 1

Fig. 1. — First part of touch stimulated activity from an S4 ventral root recording, HT3. A, B, C are successive sweep 
pieces. Touching area about 15-20 mm in diameter (touching with a finger). Extracellular action potentials (Ap’s) are marked 
with the touch afferent groups (Tl, T2, T3, T4) to which they belong according to the conduction velocity distribution 
histogram of figure 2. Subscripts mark Ap’s from single fibres. Traces “a” and “b” in A, B, C are original registrations. 
The dashed line traces Tl, T2, T3, T4 below trace “b” give the activity of separated touch groups schematically. Each 
upward deflection marks the occurrence of an Ap. Notice, the Ap’s of group T2 arrive 2.1 msec later at the place of 
measurement than the Ap’s from the Tl group. The Ap’s from the T3 and T4 group arrive 4.8 and 14.8 msec later. SP2 
marks the Ap from a secondary spindle afferent fibre.

ure 1 in a ventral S4 root recording. The 
corresponding conduction velocity distribution 
histogram was constructed (Fig. 2A). The 
5 activity peaks in figure 2A were marked with 
TO, Tl, T2, T3 and T4 and interpreted as 
5 groups of touch afferents with certain con
duction velocity distribution ranges. The extra- 
cellularly recorded Ap’s of figure 1 were then 
marked with the group they belong to accord
ing to their conduction velocity values. The 
Ap’s of a certain touch group could originate 
from 1 or several touch units. By recognizing 
very similar wave forms on the traces “a” and 
“b”, a few Ap’s were identified as originating

from the same fibre and were marked with an 
index. Not all wave form identifications were 
safe, but the approximate number of units in 
each class of figure 1 could be counted and 
amounted to 3 in Tl, 3 in T2, 3 in T3 and 1 in 
T4. The sweep piece of figure 1 is therefore a 
recording of about 10 touch units. Ap’s from 
the group TO do not occur in this sweep piece. 
The Ap’s with shorter conduction times (higher 
conduction velocities) have, on average, higher 
amplitudes.

In the lower part of figures 1A, B and C the 
arrival of the first Ap’s from the fastest touch 
units of the T2, T3 and T4 groups are given in
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relation to the arrival of the first Ap from the 
fastest unit of the T1 group. With these relative 
latencies and the group conduction velocities 
(peak values), it will be calculated how far 
the place of touching sacral dermatomes was 
away from the recording electrodes. Instead 
of solving algebraic equations, a few values 
were chosen and varified that a distance 
value of 550 mm fits best, as will be shown. 
Temperature-corrected conduction velocities 
were used from figure 13 : v(Tl) = 44 m/sec; 
v(T2) = 39; v(T3) = 31; v(T4) = 20. 
The absolute latencies (v = distance/laten
cy) are: Latency(Tl) = distance/v(Tl) = 
550 mm/44 mm (msec-1) = 12.5 msec; /(T2)

= 14.1; l(T3) = 17.7; /(T4) = 27.5. The 
relative latencies are /r(T2) = 14.1 — 12.5 = 
1.6 msec; /r(T3) = 5.2 and /r(T4) = 15. The 
calculated values of 5.2 and 15 msec of the T3 
and T4 groups are in good agreement with the 
measured values of 4.8 and 14.8 msec of fig
ure 1. Therefore the calculated distance 
between the recording and the stimulation place 
was roughly 550 mm. The measured distance 
between the proximal cauda equina and the 
place of touch (S4 dermatome on top of the 
gluteus maximus) was between about 500 and 
600 mm. The measured value and the calculated 
value are compatible. Only the measured rela
tive latency of the T2 unit of 2.1 msec is a bit

n
Touch-stimulated conduction velocity distribution of

single action potentials

B
ventral S4 root

(representative selection)

Number 
of occurn

dorsal S4 root
(no representative selection)

Number 
of occurr.

Fig. 2. — Conduction velocity frequency distribution histograms of touch stimulated afferents. Hatched part, each 
conduction velocity value taken only once; open plus hatched part, all values are taken. TO, Tl, T2, T3, T4 = distribution 
peaks of touch-stimulated afferents.
A. Sum of 5 histograms, each of a single sweep, containing the whole activity in response to one touch with a finger. The 
sweep of figure 1 is included. The histogram shows a representative activity selection. Indicated spindle afferents (SP2) are 
mainly from activity before and after the touch activity. Ventral S4 root, HT3.
B. Sum of 3 histograms, each from a single touch with a metal ball of 5 mm diameter at about the same place. No 
representative selection since Ap’s merged, especially from Tl and T2. Dorsal S4 root, HT6.
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too long in comparison to the calculated value 
of 1.6. Other factors have to be taken into 
consideration. As will be shown in section 3.1.4 
(Fig. 5), one of these factors is how focally a 
touch receptor is stimulated.

Figure 2A shows the conduction velocity 
distribution histogram for the touch afferents 
of an S4 ventral root. Since the activity was 
rather low (Fig. 1), the Ap’s only sometimes 
merged. The number of measured conduction 
velocities is therefore representative for the 
activity. The T1 touch group contains the most 
Ap’s and the T2 group the second highest 
amount for a touch of medium strength. In a 
histogram of an S4 dorsal root (Fig. 2B) 
5 touch peaks can again be identified, but the 
T1 and the T2 peaks are much smaller. Since a 
dorsal root normally contains many more affer
ents than a ventral one, the activity mostly 
becomes so high that Ap’s merge quite often 
and the corresponding conduction velocities are 
lost for the histogram. Since the number of 
merging Ap’s is not proportional for the differ
ent groups (see Ap density distribution in 
Fig. 5) the histogram becomes non representa
tive with respect to the size of the peaks. The 
peak conduction velocity values are not altered 
very much in comparison to the values from 
representative activity histograms. All touch 
peak values measured are summarized in 
table 1.

Since the histograms of figure 2 were con
structed from measurements at different tem
peratures, the conduction velocity values of 
each group (peak values) are different for the 
2 cases. One could try to correct temperature 
differences with a certain factor (13, 37). But 
since the temperature dependence of the con
duction velocities is not the same for different 
groups of touch afferents (Fig. 15), a calibra
tion will be introduced in the next section to 
partly overcome the temperature problem.

3.1.2. Calibration of afferent and efferent con
duction velocities

Since in the lower sacral roots there are 
mostly a few afferents in the ventral (motor) 
roots (40) and a few efferents in the dorsal 
root (61, Table 1), the correlation between

easily identifiable afferent and efferent conduc
tion velocity distribution peaks offers the possi
bility of calibrating conduction velocity distri
butions. Conduction velocity peaks can then be 
identified relatively by their position in relation 
to the calibrating peaks, which are measured 
simultaneously and absolute peak values can be 
obtained from a known conduction velocity 
value distribution (Fig. 13) at a useful tempera
ture (36 °C).

Now such a hierarchy of peak conduction 
velocities with its marker velocities will be built 
up. Figure 3 shows the afferent and efferent 
conduction velocity distributions from an L4 
root filament to which a-motoneuron (40) and 
touch afferent peaks (Fig. 2) from an S4 ventral 
root of the same HT (HT3) had been added. 
The nerve root temperature of these measure
ments was about 36 °C. As can be seen from 
figure 3 (and Table 1) the conduction velocity 
values of'the and a2-motoneurons are very
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Fig. 3. — Calibration of conduction velocities of afferent 
and efferent nerve fibres. Black double arrows mark 
similar conduction velocities of afferents and efferents. 
Note, the a2-motoneurons have about the same conduction 
velocity as the secondary spindle afferents (SP2), the Tl 
touch afferents conduct about 10% slower. L4 plus S4 
roots, HT3. Root-temperature ~36°C.
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similar to the primary and secondary spindle 
afferents respectively (for identification see 
later) and are marked with black double 
arrows. The best calibration marker for the 
lower sacral nerve roots seem to be the correla
tion between the a2-motoneurons and the T1 
touch afferents, since the a2-motoneurons show 
the largest a-motoneuron peak in the lower 
sacral roots and are always present and the T1 
touch afferents build up the largest peak among 
the other touch afferents and are easily stimu
lated, only the T1 peak conduction velocity is 
10% lower than the a2-motoneuron peak con
duction velocity. In most of the following given 
conduction velocity distributions, the simulta

neously measured a2-motoneuron or T1 touch 
afferent peaks are also given for calibration.

Since many groups of afferents exist, they 
can have similar or same conduction velocity 
peak values. Nerve fibre diameter peaks or 
functional identification additionally are needed 
for the characterization of nerve fibre groups.

3.1.3. Fast pain (and touch) afferents of the skin
By sticking a pin in the lower sacral derma

tomes, the conduction velocity frequency distri
bution of figure 4A was obtained. The upper 
part of figure 4A shows a new pain peak P in 
addition to the touch peaks. In the lower part 
of figure 4A there is the measured motoneuron

Fig. 4. — Conduction velocity distribution histograms of pam and touch-stimulated afferents of a dorsal S4 root (HT6) 
when pricking lower sacral dermatomes with a pin. Upper histograms from afferents, lower ones from simultaneously 
measured efferents.
A. Histogram as a sum of 3 histograms (2 of them in B and C) from 3 single pin-pricks at about the same place. P = pain 
peak, TO, Tl, T2, T3, T4 = touch distribution peaks, SP2 = secondary spindle afferent peak, ax, a2, «3, y = motoneuron 
peaks.
B. Histogram of 1 sweep from a single pin-prick, pain receptor probably hit.
C. Histogram of 1 sweep, when the pin most likely missed the pain receptor.
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distribution given for the calibration. To get 
more information about the stimulated pain 
afferents and simultaneously stimulated touch 
afferents, single sweep distributions of pin- 
prickings are shown in the figures 4B and C. It 
can be seen from figure 4B that this pin
pricking mainly stimulated pain and Tl, T2 and 
T3 touch receptors since peaks from their affer
ents appeared in the histogram. The peaks of 
the a2 and y-motoneurons are large, indicating 
a a2 —y-coactivation. Further details about the 
a2 — y-coactivation will be given in the third 
paper. In figure 4C the histogram from another 
pin-pricking is shown where mainly the Tl, T2 
and T4 peaks are present, but not the pain 
peak. Motoneurons were only activated a little. 
Most likely the pin missed the pain receptors 
which gave rise to the pain peak.

Since it has only been possible, so far, to 
record activity from receptors which have affer
ents thicker than about 5.5 pm (Figs. 11 
and 13), one has no information about the 
stimulated activity of receptors with afferents 
thinner than 5.5 pm. The pain activity recorded 
here is most likely from pain receptors whose 
afferents conduct fastest, which means, in that 
kind of interpretation, that one records here the 
fast pain or one component of the fast pain.

The hatched part of conduction velocity 
distribution histograms of single sweeps 
(Fig. 4B and C) gives some information about 
the number of stimulated afferent units. More 
exact information about the number of stimu
lated mechanoreceptors of the skin can be 
obtained by action potential wave form identi
fications. With the single fibre identification the 
activity patterns of single mechanoreceptor 
units can also be studied further in a popula
tion of units, as will be seen in the next 
section.

3.1.4. Some properties of mechanoreceptors of 
the skin

In figure 5 the recorded activity is shown 
when sticking S5 or coxygeal dermatomes with 
a pin. The activity pattern shows a touching 
and a releasing part of activity as can be seen 
from the action potential (Ap) appearance of 
large amplitude (Tl and T2 units) and from the

schematic activity pattern of the Tl units in the 
lower part of figure 5A. All the 4 touch (Tl till 
T4) and 1 pain groups, recorded here, seem to 
have their own touching and releasing part, 
but, according to their latencies and conduction 
velocities, at different times. It can be seen from 
figure 5 that the touching activity part of the 
slower conducting T3 and T4 fibres with their 
smaller Ap amplitudes (Figs. 5A and C) started 
about in the middle of the Tl and T2 activity 
part and lay mainly between the touching and 
releasing parts of the Tl and T2 units. The 
releasing activity of the T3 and T4 fibres 
appeared after that of the Tl fibres. The activ
ity of the pain fibres (here the slowest conduct
ing fibres) appeared even later at the recording 
electrodes and stopped appearing after the end 
of the pin-pricking (recorded at the proximal 
cauda equina).

The very late pain after pin-pricking which 
one normally also feels is probably conducted 
by very thin myelinated or non-myelinated 
fibres and cannot be recorded here.

In the Tl touch group, 3 units could be 
identified by wave form considerations. It will 
now be analysed in more detail in figure 5, 
together with the activity pattern of these 
3 units, why the touching part of activity 
normally had a higher and longer lasting activ
ity than the releasing part and it will be 
attempted to clarify, why Tl units can have 
quite different delays, which cannot be 
explained by conduction velocity differences 
alone. In the lower part of figure 5A the 
activity pattern of each Tl unit is schematically 
redrawn. It can be seen that all 3 units had a 
different delay and that the releasing activity of 
the Tl2 unit nearly fell into the touch activity 
part of the Tl, unit and that the Tl3 unit 
responded only with a touching part of 1 Ap. 
With the additional information that the Tl, 
unit responded with 3 Ap’s, the Tl2 unit with 2 
and the Tl3 unit only with 1 Ap, these activity 
patterns are interpreted with the spatial distri
bution of the receptors of these 3 Tl units 
(Fig. 5A, insertion “2”). The T^ unit had its 
receptor nearest to the needle (Fig. 5A, inser
tion “2”) and responded fastest and longest 
since the skin indentation first reached the T^
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Touch (and pain)-stimulated afferent activity

begin of touch i ( end of touch

Fig. 5. — Touch and pain activity stimulated by pricking with a pm S5 or Co dermatomes and recording extracellularly 
from a dorsal coxygeal root (HT6). Tl, T2, T3, T4, P = mark Ap’s from touch and pain fibres. Subscripts 1, 2, 3 mark single 
fibres.
A. Whole sweep shown at a slow time base. Large upward artifact on trace “a” marks electronically the beginning of the 
touch. Large downward artifact on trace “a” marks the end of the skin touch. Note that 2 intervals of high activity of large 
Ap’s occur, one after the beginning of the touch with 1 Ap in front, and a second before the end of the touch; potentials with 
small amplitude follow the potentials of large amplitude. Time intervals B, C and D are shown in a time-expanded form in 
figures B, C and D. Ap’s from 3 Tl units are schematically shown by dashed lines and upward deflections in the lower part 
of A. Latencies are indicated. Insertion “ 1 ” shows schematically the activity pattern (dashed lines with deflections) in 
relation to the indentation of the skin. Insertion “2” shows schematically the spatial distribution of the corresponding Tl 
receptors. The dashed circles indicate the possible places of 1 receptor belonging to the Tll5 Tl2, Tl3 units.
B, C, D. Time expanded sweep pieces of A. Identified Ap’s are indicated. Note that the Ap’s from the Tlj touch unit can 
be safely identified by the wave forms in B, C, D.

receptor, gave rise to the largest skin shift and 
turned away last (Fig. 5A, insertion 441 ”). The 
Tl2 receptor, being further away from the 
centre of skin touch, was reached later by the 
skin indentation, the skin shift was not so large 
and the skin turned back to the former position 
quicker. The Ap’s in the Tl2 unit therefore 
appeared later, showed only 2 Ap’s in the 
impulse train and the release activity part also

appeared earlier. The Tl3 receptor, lying fur
thest away from the centre of skin indentation, 
was reached last, with just a threshold skin
indentation, and responded with 1 Ap.

From figure 5A it can be seen that the Tl 
units adapted rapidly. But the dependence on 
the time course of the skin indentation may be 
even stronger than the dependence on velocity. 
As can be seen from the lower part of figure 5A
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the T1 [ unit had the shortest latency, the Tl2 
unit the second shortest and the Tl3 unit the 
longest lantency. This was explained simply by 
the time the beginning of the skin indentation 
needed to propagate to the different T1 recep
tors, which means it was explained by the 
closeness, at which a receptor is stimulated. If 
one receptor is stimulated very closely and the 
other ones are not, than 1 Ap will be quite far 
in front of the other ones as in figure 5A due to 
the very short latency of the focally stimulated 
receptor. But if 2 receptors are stimulated only 
half-focally, than no Ap will lead clearly. The 
focallity argument can explain the often- 
observed phenomenon that 1 Ap led (“B” in 
Fig. 5A). But it is difficult to understand why 
that leading was sometimes so strong or why 
the latencies in the T1 group were so different. 
The Tl2 unit had a latency more than double as 
long as the T1, unit, even though its conduc
tion velocity was a bit faster (for shorter con
duction time see Figs. 5B and C), whereas the 
Tl3 unit had an unproportional, only slightly 
longer latency than the Tl2 unit.

If one splits the latency into a first part — 
the time needed from the beginning of the 
touching of the skin till the occurrence of the 
Ap’s in the receptor (/j), a second part — the 
time needed for the Ap to travel from the 
receptor to the place, where the unit fibre 
starts, which will be neglected here and does 
not exist if a unit has only one receptor, and a 
third part — the time needed for the Ap to 
travel from the beginning of the unit-afferent 
fibre to the measuring place (/2), than one can 
calculate the latencies lx and l2 from the temper
ature corrected T1 group conduction velocity of 
44 m/sec from figure 13, the distance of about 
550 mm from the receptors to the recording 
place and the 3 overall latencies of the 3 T1 
units, namely 14.5 msec (Tlj), 30(T12) and 
33 (Tl3) from figure 5A : /2(Tli, Tl2, Tl3) = 
550 mm/44 mm (msec-1) = 12.5 msec; /i(Tli) 
= l-l2 = 14.5-12.5 = 2 msec, lx (Tl2) = 
30—12.5 = 17.5 msec and ^ (Tl3) = 33 — 12.5 
= 20.5 msec. The difference of the lx latencies 
between the T11 and Tl2 units is 
A (Tl2)~ A (Tli) = 17.5-2 = 15.5 msec and 
the one between the Tl2 and the Tl3 unit is

3 msec (20.5— 17.5). It does seem that not only 
spatial differences (Fig. 5A, insertion “2”) can 
account for a /, latency difference of a factor of 
5. It is very likely that the T1 receptors also 
depend on the acceleration with which the skin 
around the receptor is shifted. The acceleration 
of skin shift will be highest at the most focally 
stimulated Tl! receptor. It is, therefore, con
cluded that the Tl receptors are also accelera
tion dependent receptors.

As can be seen from figure 5C, the first Ap 
from a T2 touch unit arrived later than those 
from the T3 unit. It could be that the T2 touch 
units have similar properties with respect to 
latencies than the Tl units. This would explain 
the relatively long latency of the T2j unit in 
figure 1.

Properties of Tl and T2 units will now be 
further compared with the ones of the T3 and 
T4 units. A touch with a metal ball or a pin of 
medium strength, as analysed before in figure 5, 
stimulated the Tl to T4 touch units to generate 
a response with the beginning and with the end 
of the touch. The order of the activity appear
ance of the different groups is roughly given by 
the conduction velocity of each group, that 
means the activity parts of the Tl and T2 touch 
units are recorded before the activity parts of 
the T3 and T4 (Fig. 1). This order of the 
occurrence of Ap’s from the different touch 
groups changed when a light or a very light 
touch was applied. In the case of a light touch, 
the T3 and T4 units occurred before the Tl 
and T2 units. For a very light touch, one Tl 
potential but a few T3 and T4 Ap’s occurred. It 
is concluded that the T3 and T4 touch units are 
more sensitive to light touch and/or have a 
higher receptor density than the Tl and T2 
touch units.

From 6 touch stimulations, like the one in 
figure 5A, the latencies, the length of the touch 
and the releasing activity parts were measured 
from the Tl and T2 units and from the T3, T4 
and P units. The mean latencies of the Tl and 
T2 units (the first occurring Ap was taken as 
the measure) was 16 msec (2 latencies were left 
out because of enormous length due to a very 
light touch) and the mean latency of the T3, T4 
and P units was 32 msec (see also Fig. 5C). This
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lantency length can be mainly understood with 
the differences in the conduction velocities. The 
duration of the touch and the releasing activity 
parts of the T1 and T2 units were 35 and 
16 msec respectively, those of the T3, T4 and 
P units were 68 and 45 msec respectively. It is 
concluded that the T1 and T2 units adapt more 
rapidly than the T3, T4 and P units.

Little is known about the TO units. Their 
Ap’s appeared with the touch. They conducted 
fastest among the touch units, but their Ap’s 
did not have the shortest latency.

3.1.5. Afferents from mechanoreceptors of the 
mucosa of the bladder

Due to later use for diagnosis, mechanore
ceptors of the bladder mucosa were stimulated 
with a bladder catheter. In this way one stimu
lates the trigonum vesicae, the urethra, the 
ostium urethrae externus and maybe the pubic 
region.

Figure 6 shows conduction velocity distribu
tion histograms, constructed from the record
ings of the activity increase due to the pulling 
of the bladder catheter. By recording from an

Conduction velocity distributions from bladder
catheter stimulation

T4 12

C
light pull

D
strong pull
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M = cond. vel. values 
from mucosal 
mechanoreceptor 
bladder afferents
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, ra
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Fig. 6. — Conduction velocity distribution histograms of afferents from mechanoreceptors of the bladder (M) and skin 
(TO, Tl, T2, T3, T4, P) stimulated by pulling a bladder catheter (upper part). Lower part, simultaneously measured efferents 
(al5 a2, a3, y). A, recording from a dorsal S3 root, HT5. B, C, D, recording from a dorsal S4 root, HT6.
A. Histogram from 2 recordings of single stimulations. Note the typical shape of a distribution peak from a single class of 
afferents.
B. Sum of 4 histograms, each being the response to a single stimulation.
C. Histogram from a single sweep of 1 light stimulation. Note that peak M has similar shape to the one in A.
D. Histogram of a single sweep of 1 strong stimulation. In the efferent histogram the y-motoneurons are missing, because 
high afferent activity masked them.
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53 dorsal root, one obtains a histogram with 
only one peak (Fig. 6A). This peak (M) is 
interpreted as the conduction velocity distribu
tion of afferents from one kind of mechanore- 
ceptors from the mucosa of the bladder. If one 
records from a more distal S4 dorsal root 
(Fig. 6B) one gets a histogram with many 
peaks. But all the additional peaks (TO, Tl, T2, 
T3, T4) are the known skin afferent peaks. This 
histogram is therefore interpreted as originating 
from the stimulation of mucosal mechanorecep- 
tors and skin mechanoreceptors of the pubic 
region and the ostium urethrae externus. The
54 root recording from a light stimulation 
(Fig. 6C) supports this view, since that histo
gram really only shows the M peak and is 
therefore similar to the recording of figure 6A,

probably because only a few skin receptors of 
the pubic region had been stimulated. A strong 
pull (Fig. 6D) probably gave a histogram with 
afferent peaks of the skin and mucosa because 
most possible regions had been stimulated.

Only afferent activity from the mucosa was 
obtained from the S3 recording and this can be 
interpreted in such a way that the S3 root 
innervated the mucosa of the bladder and the 
urethra, but not the pubic skin region and the 
ostium urethrae externus, whereas the S4 root 
did it at least partly. Indirect stimulations of 
other regions of the body, especially the perive- 
sicular parts, cannot be excluded in the case of 
the strong catheter pull. It also seems as if the 
skin pain peak (P) occurred (Fig. 6B, D), but 
the separation from the M peak is not safe.

Conduction velocity distributions from anal
catheter stimulation
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Fig. 7. — Conduction velocity distribution histograms of afferents from mechanoreceptors of the anal canal and perianal 
skin (M, TO, Tl, T2, T3, T4) stimulated by pulling the anal catheter (upper part). Lower part, simultaneously measured 
efferents (a2, a3, y). A, recording from a dorsal S3 root, HT5. B, C, recordings from a dorsal S4 root, HT6.
A. Histogram of 2 stimulations. Notice, same distribution shape as in figure 6A.
B. Sum of 4 histograms, each of a single stimulation.
C. Histogram from a single stimulation.
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3.1.6. Afferents from mechanoreceptors of the 
mucosa of the anal canal and the ampulla 
recti

For the physiological stimulation of the 
mechanoreceptors of the anal canal and the 
ampulla recti, an anal catheter was used with 
the balloon in the ampulla recti. The stimulated 
areas were the ampulla recti, the anal canal and 
the perianal skin.

Figure 7 shows the conduction velocity dis
tribution histograms constructed from the 
recordings of the activity increase due to the 
pulling of the anal catheter. The histograms of 
the figures 7A, B, and C can be directly com
pared with the ones of the figures 6A, B and C. 
They are very similar, only the skin afferent 
peaks do not disappear in the case of the slight 
catheter pull (Fig. 7C), indicating that there are

also skin mechanoreceptors present in the anal 
canal. Figure 7A shows the single peak of 
M afferents from the mucosal mechanorecep
tors (S3 recording) and the figures 7B, C the 
histograms of mucosal afferents in connection 
with the skin afferents (S4 recording).

The segment interpretation is similar to the 
one of the bladder catheter stimulation (see 
discussion).

3.1.7. Afferents activated by the retrograde fill
ing of the bladder from a reservoir

To record from afferents which inform the 
central nervous system about the filling stage of 
the urinary bladder, the bladder was contin
uously filled in a retrograde manner by gravity 
or light pressure with 0.9% saline solution of 
about 37 °C through the bladder catheter from

Conduction velocity distributions stimulated by filling of bladder
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Fig. 8. — Conduction velocity distribution histograms of afferents from the urinary bladder receptors responding to the 
filling of the bladder (upper part). Lower part, simultaneously measured efferents. Afferent conduction velocity distribution 
peaks are marked with SI (30 m/sec < v < 40), ST(20 < v < 30) and S2(7.5 < v < 15); v = conduction velocity. Dorsal S4 
root recording, HT6. Speed of filling =100 ml/min, 1 stop in between for root wettening. The histograms at 0,200,700 and 
800 ml filling are the sum of 3 histograms, each constructed from a 400 msec sweep. Notice, the S2 peak is similar for 0 and 
200 ml and increases with 700 and 800 ml, the SI peak increases from 0 ml to 700 ml and is smaller for 800 ml.
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a bag. The recorded activity was continuously 
stored on a tape and the filling stage was 
marked every 50 ml. Single sweep pieces are not 
very instructive and are therefore not demon
strated here (see Fig. 7B of Ref. 61). Since the 
activity varied quite a lot with the time, the 
activity from 3 sweeps of 400 msec were col
lected for the histograms shown in figure 8. The 
histograms at different stages in the filling of 
the bladder seem to show 3 peaks and they 
were marked with SI, ST and S2. The ST peak 
is less safe. At high “bladder-filling” stages 
(here 800 ml) it could be that other receptors 
outside the bladder contributed due to the 
pressure the bladder may have exerted on the 
surrounding tissue. It can be seen from figure 8 
that the amplitude of the SI peak increased 
from 0 ml to 700 ml and the afferent activity of 
that peak is interpreted as coming from stretch 
receptors of the bladder. The ST peak also

increased with the filling of the bladder and its 
activity probably originated from a second 
group of stretch receptors. The S2 peak showed 
different behaviour. This peak was already pre
sent when the bladder was empty and did not 
increase with the filling of the bladder up to 
about 600 ml. From 600 ml on, this peak 
increased strongly as can be seen from figure 8 
(800 ml filling). To get more information about 
the receptors giving rise to that peak, the part 
of the filling of the bladder, where the filling 
procedure was stopped, was looked for. Fig
ure 9 shows the activity peaks just before 
further filling of the bladder and just after. It 
can be seen that the S2 peak increased tran
siently very strongly, whereas the SI peak was 
practically unchanged. The S2 receptors are 
therefore sensitive to fluid movements and high 
pressure in the bladder.

With the interpretation that the S2 receptors

Change in filling of bladder
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Fig. 9. — Conduction velocity distribution histograms for change in the filling of the bladder between 620 and 650 ml. Left, 
no filling; right, further filling started. SI, S2 afferent peaks are the same as in figure 8. HT6. Each histogram from a 
400 msec sweep piece (1/3 of the time as in Fig. 8). Notice, the S2 peak changed very much with further filling; the SI peak 
did not.
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are mechanoreceptors (see discussion), the ever
present S2 activity can be explained by the 
mechanical stimulation which the bladder 
catheter exerted onto the urethra.

3.1.8. Extrafusal (a) and intrafusal (y) moto
neurons

Three types of a-motoneurons were identi
fied in a previous paper (40) and are verified in 
this paper. Small corrections have to be made 
for the armotoneurons, supplying fast fatigue 
muscle fibres, as will be seen in the morphome
try section.

y-motoneurons had not been observed in 
the previous paper. But in figure 3 and fig
ure 4A conduction velocity distribution histo
grams of y-motoneurons are shown. Even 
though one can see only 1 peak the actual 
measured velocities suggest that this peak con
sisted of 2 peaks, which were close together, as 
indicated in figure 3. In table 1, peak values of

yl and y2-motoneurons are given. Wave forms 
of extracellularly recorded Ap’s from y-moto- 
neurons are given in the second paper (41) in 
figure 4. A few efferents with conduction velo
cities between those of y: and a3-motoneurons 
were found in this measurement and are inter
preted as -fibres. Their peak conduction 
velocity values are given in table 1 and fig
ure 13.

The yp, yx and y2 intrafusal motoneurons 
could be renamed as yx, y2 and y3 in similarity 
to the a-motoneurons, where yj-motoneurons 
have the highest conduction velocity and the y3 
the slowest velocity. But since only a few mea
surements have been done on y-motoneurons so 
far, the nomenclature will not be changed.

3.1.9. Muscle spindle offerents
Primary muscle spindle afferents (SP1) were 

identified in figure 3, with the assumption that 
they should conduct fastest among afferents,

Fig. 10. — Light microscope photograph of a S4 dorsal root from the HT6. Thionm acridine-orange staining. Scale 
corrected for shrinkage. 4 % glutaraldehyd fixation. Photograph contrasted with the copying-machine Minolta 450 zoom.
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should have conduction velocities similar to 
those of a j-motoneurons and should be contin
uously active. Secondary spindle afferents (SP2) 
were identified with the assumption, that they 
should discharge rather continuously and that 
they should conduct slower than the SP1 fibres. 
Activity from Golgi tendon organ afferents 
have not been identified so far. But since there 
are perhaps no Golgi tendon organs in the 
external sphincters (no bony attachment) and 
the pelvic floor muscles are only activated a 
little (bladder and bowel empty, HT in the 
horizontal position), it is expected that only a 
few tendon organ afferent potentials are mixed 
with those of the other afferents. This rather 
weak identification of SP2 afferents gets func
tional support by the finding that these SP2 
fibres change their activity in response to activ
ity changes of the (dynamic) and "/vmoto- 
neurons (static) (42).

3.2. Morphometry

Root pieces were fixated and embedded for 
light and electron microscopy from the cadav
ers and from the HT’s after the electrophysio- 
logical measurements. To correlate nerve fibre 
diameters with conduction velocities, the nerve 
fibre diameters and the myelin sheath thick
nesses were measured by hand from the light 
microscope cross-sections like the one shown in 
figure 10 and nerve fibre diameter frequency 
distribution histograms were constructed for 
3 myelin sheath thickness classes (d), as partly 
shown in figures 11 and 12.

With the help of a few known nerve fibre 
diameters and the electrophysiologically identi
fied peaks it was partly possible to identify 
distribution peaks of nerve fibre groups in the 
nerve fibre diameter frequency distribution his
tograms. The shape of the diameter distribution 
of single afferent nerve fibre groups is assumed 
to be qualitatively the same as for efferent ones 
(Fig. 9 of Ref. 40). It seemed that the skewed 
non-gaussian distribution was sharper for the 
afferents. A schematic drawing of the distribu
tion curve for fibre diameters and conduction 
velocities is given in figure 13, insertion. In

Nerve fibre diameter spectra
Number (N) of

Fig. 11. — Nerve fibre diameter frequency distribution 
histograms from light microscope cross-sections like the 
one shown in figure 10. Each set, containing 3 histograms, 
is designated by the case (number of HT) and the root 
measured (d = dorsal, S = sacral, Co = coxygeal). The 
3 histograms in each set are partly marked with the myelin 
sheath thickness range (d) of the nerve fibres, which are 
contained in it. TO, Tl, T2, T3, T4 = touch afferent peaks, 
M = mucosal afferent peak, P = pain fibres, ocu 
a2 = extrafusal motoneurons, y1? y2 = intrafusal moto
neurons.

comparison with the previous paper (40) the 
histogram classes were made smaller to increase 
accuracy, to seperate peaks lying closer 
together. The disadvantage obtained with the 
smaller classes is that there were less fibres in 
each histogram class, so that the statistical 
variation increased.

From the electrophysiological measure
ments, it is known that in the dorsal coxygeal 
root (Fig. 11, HT6/dCo) there were most likely 
no efferents (probably below the level of motor 
nuclei) and no spindle afferents, since no effer-
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ent potentials and no rather constantly firing
afferents were observed. This dorsal root had 
therefore some similarity to a skin nerve. The
first large peak (0 = 11.2 |im), when going
from larger to smaller diameters, is therefore
identified as the T1 peak, since the first main
large peak when going from fast to slow con- 
duction velocities of skin touch afferents is the
T1 peak. This finding is in accordance with the
largest peak in a skin nerve (Table 1, Cad 3,
skin). The T2 (10.1 pm), T3 (9.1) and T4 (8.4) 
touch skin afferent diameter peaks were identic
fied by counting the diameter peaks downwards
according to the rule that in a first approxima
tion a thicker nerve fibre has the higher con
duction velocity, especially if rather similar 
nerve fibre groups are considered. Very similar

Nerve fibre diameter spectra
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Fig. 12. — Nerve fibre diameter distribution histograms 
from light microscope cross-sections. Each set of 3 histo
grams is designated by the case (HT or Cad) and the root 
measured (d = dorsal, v = ventral, S = sacral, L = lum
bal). The 3 histograms are partly marked with the myelin 
sheath thickness range (d). Tl, T2, T3, T4 = touch affer
ents; SP1, SP2 = primary and secondary spindle afferents; 
ab an, a2, a3 = extrafusal motoneurons; yu y2 = intra
fusal motoneurons.

peak values could be found in other roots from
the same HT (Fig. 11, HT6/dS4 and Fig. 12, 
HT6/dS3) and in other cases (Fig. 11 and 12).

The identification of the diameter peaks of
the primary (SP1) and secondary (SP2) spindle
afferents is started with the 2 peaks of largest
diameter in figure 12 (HT6/dS3). The diameter 
peak at 13.2 pm is taken as the SP1 peak, since 
the primary spindle afferents have the highest 
conduction velocity among afferents (Fig. 3)
and probably also the thickest diameter. This 
identification is in accordance with the absence
of the 13.1 pm diameter peak in the histogram 
of the dS4 root of the HT6 (Fig. 11) where
electrophysiologically, no primary spindle affer
ents could be found. The 2 fibres are most 
likely a 2-motoneurons, since about 2 of them 
had been found electrophysiologically. The
diameter peak at 12.1 pm (Fig. 12, HT6/dS3)
has been taken as the SP2 peak, since it is 
believed that SP2 fibres are also quite thick. 
This choice is supported by the existance of 
that peak in the dS4 (HT6) diameter spectrum, 
where several secondary spindle afferents had 
been electrophysiologically identified and by 
the absence of that diameter peak in the dCO 
(HT6) spectrum, where no secondary spindle 
afferents could be found electrophysiologically. 
Uncertainty comes into this SP2 identification, 
since the fibres from the Golgi tendon organs 
have not been identified so far. For the SI 
stretch afferents no fibre diameter can be given 
either. The few TO touch afferents with a 
diameter of about 13.0 pm (40) will not bring 
much disturbance.

Peak nerve fibre diameters for P, M and S2
afferents could not be identified. Their values
probably lie between 5.5 and 8.2 pm.

The diameters of the a1? a2 and (^-moto
neurons were identified in the previous 
paper (40) and fit in well here. For the ar 
motoneurons a small correction is perhaps 
necessary. It does seem that the main ar 
motoneuron peak lies at 13.1 pm (Fig. 12, 
HT6/vS3). The subpeak at about 12.3 pm prob
ably indicates a subgroup and is designated 
with an. Subpeaks with diameters larger than 
13.1 pm could exist. Since there are only a few 
a!-motoneurons in the lower sacral nerve roots,
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not much information was obtained from them 
in these measurements.

In the electrophysiological measurements 
from the dorsal S4 root (HT6) intrafusal moto
neurons (yp, yu y2) were identified. A scaling 
down, just by counting down, is perhaps unjus
tified, because there are also many afferent 
fibres (for example P, M, S2) in this diameter 
range. In the next section (Fig. 14) an extrapo
lation in the “conduction velocity — nerve 
fibre diameter” plane will be performed to get 
approximate nerve fibre diameters for y.

and y2-motoneurons. According to this approx
imation, peaks at 7.2, 6.7 and 6.2 pm in the 
diameter histogram HT6/dS4 (Fig. 11) are 
designated with y^, yx and y2.

3.3. Correlation between electrophysiology and 
morphometry

3.3.1. Summarized peak conduction velocity and 
peak nerve fibre diameter values 

Table 1 summarizes peak values of conduc
tion velocity distribution peaks from conduc-
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vS3 (8.4) (10.2) (12.3)(13.1)
vL5 (-) (10.2) : (12.2)(13.2)

Pat 24 
m 10

37/33°C?
dS? 5 • 20 25 30 43 

(28.51(40)

Table 1. — Peak conduction velocity values of conduction velocity distributions oj single groups taken Jrom conduction velocity 
histograms like those of figures 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 and peak nerve fibre diameter values of fibre diameter distributions of single 
identified groups taken from nerve fibre diameter histograms like those of figures 11 and 12 from 2 cadavers (Cad), 4 brain dead 
human cadavers (HP’s) and one patient (Pat). Values without brackets are afferents, values in round brackets from efferents. 
TO, Tl, T2, T3, T4 = touch stimulated afferents from skin and anal canal, P = skin pain afferents, M = touch afferents from 
the mucosa of the urinary bladder and the anal canal, SI, ST = stretch afferents of the bladder, probably measuring mural 
tension, S2 = flow receptor bladder afferents, stimulated by high pressure and fluid movements (may be identical with M), SP1, 
SP2 = primary and secondary spindle afferents. (ocj), (ocn), (gc2), (oc3) = extrafusal motoneurons, ((Xn) = subgroup of (oc}). 
(yp)> (yi)> (yi) = intrafusal motoneurons. (—), “—” = no peak present, f = female, m = male, number behind “f” or “m ” 
is age in years, numbers below “f" or “m ” are the central temperature and the temperature of the fluid in the spinal canal 
in °C. v = ventral, d = dorsal, L = lumbal, S = sacral, Co = coxygeal, 19 = 9th intercostal nerve, muse = muscle branch,

skin = skin branch, 0 = diameter.
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tion velocity frequency distribution histograms 
and identified corresponding peak values of 
nerve fibre diameter distribution peaks of the 
corresponding nerve fibre diameter frequency 
distribution histograms from all cases mea
sured. Afferent and efferent (in round brackets) 
values are given in table 1 for the different 
nerve fibre classes. The nerve fibre values are 
quite consistant for the different cases. But the 
nerve fibre conduction velocity values depend 
strongly on the temperature at the place of 
measurement. The temperatures measured were 
the central temperature and the one in the 
spinal fluid. The temperature in the nerve root, 
which is the most important one, was not 
known. With respect to the identification of 
nerve fibre groups, the problem was solved by

Conduction velocities (V) and diameters (0) 
of afferent and efferent nerve fibres
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spindle afferents

touch-stimulated afferents

sensitive to, . ,, , ,
light touch ,very low thresh) 

P fast conducting pain afferents
stimulated by pin-pricking 

M mucosa afferents from
mechanoreceptors of bladder 
and anal canal

S2 bladder afferents responding 
to fluid movements and filling 
of more than 600 ml 

SI lurinary bladder stretch 
ST J receptor afferents

SP1
SP2
TO
T1
T2
T3

motoneurons innervating 
<Xi fast fatigue 
&2 fast fatigue resistant 
0(3 slow fatigue resistant 

extrafusal muscle 
fibres

ft
■ spindles dynamic 

^2 static

Fig. 13. — Approximate peak values of group conduc
tion velocities (v) (root temperature 36 °C) and group nerve 
fibre diameters (0) of afferent and efferent nerve fibres in 
the cauda equina, human age about 30 years. SI, ST, S2, 
M, P = afferents, where the corresponding group nerve 
fibre diameters are not known. M, S2 = may be the same 
afferents. Insertion shows schematic frequency distribution 
shape of conduction velocities and nerve fibre diameters, 
peak value indicated.

introducing the calibration relation of figure 3. 
To obtain conduction velocity values at a useful 
nerve root temperature, the values of the HT3 
were used as a framework since the suggested 
temperature of the root was 36 °C and the 
fastest values fit the measurements from De- 
smedt (17) and Buchthal (13). With the internal 
structure of conduction velocities of different 
nerve fibre groups from the other HT measure
ments, in figure 13 a conduction velocity family 
of afferents and efferents is constructed by 
interpolation at 36 °C (human age about 
30 years) with their corresponding nerve fibre 
diameters. The error of these mean values is 
probably not larger than ±10%, even though 
the variations in individual cases may be larger. 
Shifts of the peaks against each other must also 
be expected in the individual cases.

3.3.2. Correlation between group conduction 
velocities and group nerve fibre diame
ters

Conversion factors from the conduction 
velocities to the nerve fibre diameters can be 
easily obtained from figure 13. But since these 
factors are different for each nerve fibre group, 
the conduction velocity and the nerve fibre 
diameter are given to characterize a group.

By comparing the conduction velocity and 
the nerve fibre diameter of afferent and efferent 
nerve fibre groups in table 1, one sees that they 
do not lie in the expected places with respect to 
a scaling down. For example the (^-motoneu
rons lie at the T2 touch afferent place in respect 
of the conduction velocity, but lie at the T4 
touch afferent place in respect of the nerve fibre 
diameter. To show this property more clearly, 
conduction velocities and nerve fibre diameters 
of different a-motoneuron and skin touch affer
ent groups were related in figure 14. It can be 
seen from figure 14 that the a-motoneuron 
groups lie on a different correlation curve than 
the skin touch afferent groups. These correla
tions show that a single conversion factor from 
conduction velocities to nerve fibre diameters is 
not a good description of the reality. Extrapo
lating the a-motoneuron correlation curve to 
smaller conduction velocity and nerve fibre 
diameter values, nerve fibre diameter values of
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Relation between conduction velocity 
and nerve fibre diameter

V [m/sec]
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Fig. 14. — Relation between group conduction velocity 
and group nerve fibre diameter (peak values) of motoneu
rons and skin touch afferents in the “ conduction velocity- 
nerve fibre diameter” plane at about 36°C (values taken 
from Fig. 13). Correlation curve of a-motoneurons extra
polated to smaller values to obtain extrapolated y-moton- 
euron diameters from the '/-conduction velocities. 
v/0 = conduction velocity/fibre diameter. Notice, skin 
touch afferents and a-motoneurons are not lying in the 
same “velocity-diameter” correlation curve.

y-motoneuron groups could be obtained from 
their conduction velocity values. These values 
obtained by extrapolation are given in figure 11 
and table 1.

By looking at the correlation curves of the 
a-motoneurons and the skin touch afferents in 
the “conduction velocity — fibre diameter” 
plane, it is obvious that the touch afferent 
fibres conduct slower at a given nerve fibre 
diameter. One possible reason for the reduced 
conduction velocity could be a thinner myelin 
sheath. But all a-motoneurons and all skin 
touch afferents lie mainly in the myelin sheath 
thickness range d = 1.8-2.3 pm. Therefore a dif
ferent myelin sheath thickness may not be the 
main factor. There are probably differences in 
the axon membrane properties of skin touch 
afferents and a-motoneurons.

3.3.3. Dependence of the conduction velocity on 
the temperature

Exact temperatures of the measured roots 
were not known. Absolute conduction velocity 
dependency could therefore not be calculated. 
But relative dependency could be studied since 
the 2 temperatures in figure 15, even though

Temperature dependence of conduction velocities
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/
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./T3 • 
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* 0 [pm]

B
cx -motoneurons
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Fig. 15. — Temperature dependence of group conduction 
velocities (peak values) of skin touch afferents (A) and a2 
and a3-motoneurons (B). 36 °C-trace from HT3, 32 °C- 
trace from HT6. Temperature values are only very approx
imate. Percentages give the drop of conduction velocity 
values when changing from 36 °C to 32 °C.

only approximately known, were still the same 
for the a-motoneurons and the touch afferent 
groups, because conduction times were mea
sured simultaneously. In figure 15A the temper
ature dependence of the touch afferent groups 
change from 16%/4°C to 34%/4°C when 
going from the TO group to the T4 group. This 
clearly indicates that in thinner touch afferents 
the conduction velocity depends more strongly 
on the temperature. a2 and ay-motoneurons 
(Fig. 15B) show a similar behaviour, namely 
that the group with the thinner fibres and the 
lower conduction velocities are more tempera
ture-dependent. Another observation from fig
ure 15 is that the conduction velocities of the 
a-motoneurons are about only half as depend
ent on the temperature than the touch affer
ents.

3.3.4. Number of efferents in dorsal sacral roots 
with fibre diameters larger than 5.5 pm 

The calculated numbers of dorsal root effer
ent fibres are only very approximate since.
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firstly, not all motoneurons may have been 
activated and, secondly, only approximate 
numbers can be obtained from conduction 
velocity distribution histograms (hatched 
part = each conduction velocity value taken 
only once). In a dorsal S3 root (HT5) 5 efferent 
fibres (2a2+ l<x3 + 2y) were found in 152 fibres 
(Fig. 11). A dS4 root (HT6) had 23 efferents 
(2a! + 10a2 +3a3 +8y) among 125 fibres 
(Fig. 11) and a dS5 root (HT4) contained about 
20 to 30% efferents (no ventral S5 root was 
existing). In a coxygeal root (HT6), no efferents 
could be detected, probably this rootlet was 
below the efferent level. A further dS3 root 
(HT6) contained efferents, but the number was 
not counted. Therefore, in all 4 dorsal sacral 
nerve roots efferent fibres could be detected 
electrophysiologically. Their percentage in
creased from 3% in the S3 root to 18% in the 
S4 root to about 20 to 30% in the S5 root. 
Only nerve fibre diameters which were larger 
than 5.5 pm were taken into consideration. 
Even though variations in the lower sacral 
roots are frequent, these numbers indicate that 
the percentage of efferent fibres increases when 
going to the distal part of the conus medullaris. 
A possible explanation for this mixing in the 
conus medullaris is the closeness of rootlets, 
which is in the range of 1 mm or less.

3.3.5. Existence of SP1 offerents, ocj and jp- 
motoneurons in the lower sacral roots 

In the S3, S4, S5 and Co roots only few 
primary spindle afferents and ax and -moto
neurons were found. It follows that these fibres 
are not important for urination and defecation. 
The external urethral and anal sphincters can 
only be innervated by a2 and a3-motoneurons. 4

4. Discussion

4.1. Nerve fibre classification scheme

The classification of human nerve fibres in 
pairs “conduction velocity — fibre diameter” 
relies on the internal consistency of simulta
neously measured conduction velocities and

nerve fibre diameters, the relative calibration of 
conduction velocities by correlating the veloci
ties of afferent and efferent fibres (Fig. 3) and 
on the absolute calibration of conduction velo
cities by comparing the conduction velocity 
values of the distribution peaks of the ar 
motoneuron and the primary spindle afferent 
groups with the fastest conduction velocity val
ues obtained from compound action potential 
(Ap) measurements of afferent (4) and afferent 
and efferent fibres (17). The accuracy of the 
internal consistancy is high since afferent and 
efferent conduction velocities and diameters of 
different fibres were measured under the same 
conditions for each case (root). Slight tempera
ture shifts could have entered the measurement 
of the HT6 because of the long measuring time 
(filling of the bladder). An error of 5 to 10% 
could have entered the absolute calibration, 
since it is not clear whether the fastest conduc
tion velocity values measured from compound 
Ap’s are the distribution peak values of the 
fastest conducting group or higher values. In 
the schematic drawing of figure 13 a round and 
simple conduction velocity value of 60 m/sec is 
given for the a j-motoneurons and the primary 
spindle afferents. Behse and Buchthal (4) mea
sured the max. sensory velocity as 3 to 6 m/sec 
faster than the max. motor velocity. Also the 
measurement from the patient (Pat 24 in 
Table 1) may indicate that the primary spindle 
afferents conduct slightly faster than the ar 
motoneurons.

A direct comparison of the measured pairs 
“conduction velocity — fibre diameter” with 
existing values is not possible, since such accu
rate pair values do not exist for humans nor for 
animals. A list of measured conduction veloci
ties from many authors (51) is not of much 
help, since those values were from different 
species, different measuring procedures were 
used, mostly only ranges of conduction veloci
ties were given (no peak values) and little is said 
about whether the measured conduction veloc
ity ranges were representative selections. In the 
following, single nerve fibre classes will be 
compared with human values and, if they are 
not available, with animal data. If animal data 
are used it will be stated explicitely.
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4.2. Nerve fibre identification with respect to 
conduction velocity and fibre diameter dis
tributions

As has been shown for a-motoneuron diam
eters (Figs 8, 9 of Ref. (40)) and conduction 
velocities of mucosal afferents (M) (Figs. 6A, 
7A) a class of nerve fibres is most likely char
acterized by conduction velocity and fibre 
diameter distributions. The given values here 
are the peak values of such skewed distribu
tions (Fig. 13, insertion). Since velocity and 
diameter distributions of groups overlap, it is 
possible for example to find an a3-motoneuron 
in the a2-motoneuron class range or a T2 
afferent fibre in the T1 class range. A rather 
safe characterization of a fibre class is possible 
by giving the velocity, the diameter and the 
function.

4.3. Types of mechanosensitive units of the skin

Disregarding the small peak of TO afferents, 
4 types of touch afferents, Tl, T2, T3 and T4 
(Fig. 2), have been identified from the nearly 
hairless skin on top of the gluteus maximus (S3 
to coxygeal dermatomes). 4 different types of 
mechanosensitive units with low threshold have 
been identified from the glabrous skin (48, 
53, 55). The interpretation is (48) that the end 
organs of the 4 types of units are paciniform 
nerve endings for the PC units, Meissner’s 
corpuscles for the RA units, Merkel’s cell neu- 
rite complexes for the SAI units, and Ruffini’s 
nerve endings for the SAII units. It is quite 
clear that the PC, RA, SAI and SAII units are 
identical to the Tl, T2, T3 and T4 touch units, 
it is not clear, which is which. There is indica
tion in this paper, that the Tl and T2 units 
adapt more rapidly than the T3 and T4 touch 
units. The Tl and T2 units therefore corre
spond to the PC and RA units (rapidly adapt
ing) and the T3 and T4 units to the SAI and 
SAII units (slowly adapting). The lower part of 
figure 5A, including the insertions “ 1 ” and 
“2”, indicates further that the 3 Tl units come 
from 3 different points and have no distinct 
receptive field borders and also signal the accel

eration of skin indentation (see the calculations 
in connection with the delays). The Tl units are 
therefore most likely the PC units with the 
single pacinian corpuscles. The pacinian cor
puscles are innervated by thick myelinated 
nerve fibres and are also quite often present, 
similar to the Tl units (Fig. 2A, Fig. 11, 
HT6/dS4). Maybe SAII units have a slower 
conduction velocity than the SAI units (55) and 
correspond to the T4 units. A safe correlation 
of the different units on the basis of their 
conduction velocities (54, 55) is not possible, 
since figure 1 and figure 5 demonstrate that the 
delays from the moment of touching the skin to 
the appearance of the Ap’s, used by Knibe- 
stol (54), are not always in relation to the 
conduction velocity of the fibre. PC, RA, SAI 
and SAII units are probably the Tl, T2, T3 and 
T4 units respectively.

The function of the TO unit is unclear. But 
the small distribution peak seems to be more 
than just misjudged secondary spindle or golgi 
afferents. Since in the hairy skin only one 
additional hair follicle unit could be identi
fied (48), it seems that the TO afferents inner
vate hair follicles. This interpretation is sup
ported by the finding that in the cat the fastest 
conducting mechanoreceptive units come from 
the hair follicle type T (12) units, but hair 
follicle afferents are much more important and 
different in the cat than in the human. The 
afferents from the hair follicles are still unclear, 
since in the measured areas also down hair 
(thin blond short hair, directed more down
wards) may have been stimulated in addition to 
the pubic hair.

The conduction velocity distributions of the 
touch afferent groups measured in this paper 
have similarity with those of the cat (12, 24), 
only the peak velocity values have to be 
reduced by about 30 to 35%.

The peak conduction velocity of myelinated 
pain afferents (high-threshold mechanoreceptor 
afferents of A^ type in the Erlanger and Gasser 
classification) is 13 m/sec. The peak fibre diam
eter is in the range between 5.5 and 8.2 pm. A 
conduction velocity distribution histogram 
from nociceptive A^ afferents of the cat (14) has 
its peak at about 18 m/sec (range from 6 to
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37 m/sec) and shows nicely the typical skewed 
distribution of figure 4B and figure 13, inser
tion, with the “long foot” to the higher values. 
The peak conduction velocity value reduced by 
30% fits approximately the human value of 
13 m/sec.

4.4. Afferents from the urinary bladder and the 
anal canal

In the cat afferents have been identified in 
the pelvic nerve and hypogastric nerve 
responding to tension changes in the detrusor 
musculatur and mechanical distension of the 
mucosal-submucosal surface (52). The tension 
afferents conducted below 16 m/sec and the 
mucosal mechanical afferents between 18 and 
22 m/sec. It is possible that these afferents 
correspond to the S2 and M afferents respec
tively, which both had conduction velocities of 
12 m/sec at ~320C and 17.5 m/sec at 36°C 
(corrected). Todd (47) measured indirectly from 
cat pudendal nerves by recording from fine 
strands of sacral dorsal roots and cutting all 
branches of the sacral plexus, except those 
giving rise to the pudendal nerves. Distending 
the urethra with fluid, he recorded discharges 
of large amplitude, that means from rather 
thick and fast conducting afferents (39). The 
receptors of these afferents were not sensitive to 
the flow of saline solution along the urethra 
and are therefore probably similar to the 
stretch receptors SI and ST (Figs. 8, 9). When 
the urethra was obstructed by a ligature a 
steady stream of fluid along the urethra was 
accompanied by action potentials of low ampli
tude (from thinner, more slowly conducting 
fibres) which increased in frequency especially 
when the flow started or its rate was changed 
(compare with Fig. 9). The afferents from these 
flow receptors are most likely the S2 afferents 
(Figs. 8, 9). Todd (47) argued that the flow 
receptors are probably rapidly adapting mecha- 
noreceptors which respond to higher fluid velo
cities, when the laminar flow breaks down into 
turbulent flow. It seemed to him that the turbu
lence in the flow represents the normal mode of 
stimulation of the flow receptors. Irregularity

of the wall or narrowing of the lumen ought to 
increase the possibility of local turbulence. 
Small lamelled end-organs were found in the 
most superficial layers of the urethral mucosa 
at the summits of mucosal folds with the long 
axis parallel to the direction of flow (47).

The SI and ST afferents are most likely 
stretch receptors, which probably monitor ten
sion, since their activity increased with the 
filling of the bladder (Fig. 8) and decreased 
when the filling of the bladder was stopped 
(Fig. 9 of Ref. 41), a stage when the bladder 
adapts and the pressure reduces (62). The con
duction velocity distributions suggest that there 
are 2 stretch receptor populations, even though 
a subgrouping of one receptor kind cannot be 
excluded. But since the ST afferents seem to 
start to respond a bit later with increasing 
filling of the bladder (Fig. 9 of Ref. 41), it is 
conceivable that the ST (stretch-tension) affer
ents have to secure overstretch of the bladder in 
similarity to the function of the golgi tendon 
organ afferents in skeletal muscle. The S2 affer
ents responded to fluid movements and high 
pressure (Figs. 8, 9; Fig. 9 of the second 
paper (41)). It is possible that Todd’s (47) spe
cialised mechanoreceptors which responded to 
fluid disturbances also respond to high pres
sure. But it is also likely that the S2 conduction 
velocity distribution population originated 
from two afferent populations, one responding 
to flow and the other to high pressure in the 
bladder. Also the mechanoreceptor afferents M 
of the bladder mucosa, responding to pulling of 
the bladder catheter, could be identical to all 
the S2 afferents or the part of them, which 
responded to high pressure, since they have the 
same peak conduction velocity.

The mechanoreceptor interpretation of the 
S2 flow receptors is in accordance with human 
feeling. If one lets a drop of water run along the 
skin or lets water stream alongside the skin 
while sitting in the bath-tub one can experience 
a feeling similar to the beginning of micturition 
when the urin enters the proximal urethra. The 
flow of fluid at the skin is probably registered 
by the very low-threshold mechanoreceptors T3 
and T4 (sensitive to very light touch). The S2 
afferents responding to flow in the urethra and
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trigonum vesicae will not give rise to exactly the 
same feeling as the T3 and T4 afferents of the 
skin, since the S2 afferents probably have dif
ferent receptors may have a different firing 
pattern and probably are connected differently 
in the central nervous system.

With receptors for stretch (SI) and maybe 
overstretch (ST) and one or two mechanorecep- 
tors (S2, M) for urine flow, touch and high 
pressure, the bladder has an elaborate sensory 
system for monitoring its functional stage.

The impulse pattern of the SI, ST and S2 
afferents were more burst like than continuous. 
With the turbulence interpretation (47), this can 
be expected for the flow receptors. But also the 
stretch afferents, probably monitoring tension, 
could respond more burst-like, since Iggo (26) 
suggested that bladder tension-receptors are 
“in series” with the muscle fibres. Also in a 
continuously stretched bladder, due to the con
tinuously retrograde filling of the bladder, the 
stretch receptor firing patterns could be irregular.

It seems as if there was also some pain 
activity recorded from the bladder wall and the 
urethral wall, since the skin pain peak seemed 
to occur with strong pulling of the bladder 
catheter (Fig. 6B). Patients report pain with 
strong bladder catheter pulling. Touch and 
pin-pricks during cystoscopy are interpreted as 
pain in the bladder and also in the prostatic 
urethra (6, page 154).

By pulling the anal catheter the conduction 
velocity peaks of the 5 skin touch afferent 
classes and one additional M peak were 
obtained (Figs. 7B, C). This was to be expected, 
since the lining membrane of the anal canal in 
man contains all the skin modalities (18). The 
sensitivity seemed to be more acute than in the 
majority of cutaneous surfaces (18). Duthie and 
Gairns (18) found additionally, a profuse inner
vation with a highly specialised receptor in the 
lining membrane of the anal canal, which prob
ably gave rise to the activity of the M afferents. 
But they did not find these receptors in the 
mucosa of the rectum. It still seems that there 
are M mechanoreceptors in the mucosa or 
submucosa in the caudad rectum or, at least, at 
the transition zone from the anal canal to the 
rectum (transitional-columnar epithel junction),

since figure 7A shows a velocity distribution 
from afferents only from the additional mucosa 
receptors.

This sensory innervation of the anal canal 
with its important role in preserving continence, 
can be understood. When the rectum is dis
tended by contents, the fullness is probably 
sensed by the receptors of the M afferents, not 
allowing a discrimination between flatus and 
feces. Reflex relaxation of the internal sphincter 
and contraction of the external sphincter occur 
with further rectal distension and permit 
momentary contact of the rectal contents with 
the sensitive epithelial lining of the anal canal; 
this provides warning of the presence of the 
material and permits discrimination of its na
ture since the additional mechanoreceptors Tl, 
T2, T3 and T4 have different thresholds so that 
probably the relative high threshold Pacinian 
corpuscles of the Tl afferents, lying deep in the 
region of the muscle bundles (56), are only 
stimulated by feces but not by flatus. Voluntary 
control or differential passage of flatus or feces 
is therefore possible.

By comparing figure 6C with figure 7C one 
can see, that with a light pull of the bladder 
catheter there are not so many kinds of skin 
afferents which are stimulated simultaneously 
with the mucosal afferents as with the pull of 
the anal catheter (S4 root recording). It indi
cates that in the urethra there are no, or not so 
many skin-like receptors as in the anal canal. 
This can be understood with the above inter
pretation. The receptors of the urethra need not 
to distinguish between different contents; only 
urine normally passes through. Even though 
they are of the same cloacel origin (6, page 7) 
the urethra and the anal canal probably differ
entiated a bit differently according to the con
tents they transport.

The S3 dorsal root recording of the HT5 in 
figure 6A and figure 7A shows only mucosa 
mechanoreceptor afferent activity from the 
bladder, anal canal and rectum indicating little 
overlap of the S3 segments with the ones of S4 
and S5. But Bohm (5) reported a large variation 
of the area and overlap of the S2 to S5 
segments, therefore large variations of the 
lower sacral segments have to be expected. This
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is similar to the very large dermatome overlap 
from S3 to S5 experienced in these measure
ments.

The conduction velocity distributions from 
the afferents of low-threshold mechanorecep- 
tors of the bladder (M) and the anal canal (M) 
are very similar. It seems possible that these 
afferents have the same receptor type. More 
functional aspects of afferents and efferents of 
bladder and anal canal will be discussed in the 
following two papers (41, 42).

4.5. Spindle afferents

Primary spindle afferents have seldom been 
observed in the lower sacral nerve roots 
(Table 1 of Ref. 40). It is probable, that the 
muscle spindles in this range have practical no 
primary afferents. It has been reported in the 
case of the cat, that the nerve supply of muscle 
spindles varies (7) and not much is known 
about the spindles in the sphincters or in the 
pelvic floor muscles. In the cat muscle spindles 
are present in the external anal sphincter. The 
existance of muscle spindles in the external 
urethral sphincter is unclear (see second 
paper (41)). The conduction velocity value of 
primary spindle afferents is given in figure 13 
with 60 m/sec, which is the same value as for 
a!-motoneurons. Table 1 suggests that the pri
mary spindle afferents conduct a bit faster than 
the a!-motoneurons. For the explanation of the 
H-reflex, it is assumed that primary spindle 
afferents are stimulated befor the a,-motoneu
rons with increasing current strength. But 
because there could be axon membrane differ
ences between the a!-motoneurons and the pri
mary spindle afferents, the excitability order is 
not conclusive for small differences in the con
duction velocity. So as not to demonstrate an 
accuracy which may not exist, the conduction 
velocity values of the a j-motoneurons and pri
mary spindle afferents are given with round 
values of 60 m/sec. Conduction velocity values 
of Golgi tendon organ afferents probably lie 
between those of primary (60 m/sec) and sec
ondary spindle afferents (50 m/sec). The highest 
values are reported to be of 56 m/sec (58).

The functional relation between secondary 
spindle afferents (SP2) and motoneurons will be 
analysed in the second (41) and third 
paper (42). The mean activity of a secondary 
spindle afferent fibre (SP2I-fibre in Fig. 8D of 
the second paper (41)) was about 13Ap’s/sec 
and the highest activity values of SP2-fibres, 
reached with different bladder and anal canal 
stimulations were nearly 10 Ap’s/sec per fibre 
(Fig. 6, 7 of the third paper (42)). These activity 
levels are compatible with the one of the stretch 
response of human intercostal muscle spindle 
secondary afferents, which are about 
12 impulses/sec per 5% extension (36).

4.6. a7, a2 and a3-motoneurons (extrafusal)

In the previous paper (40) the a-moto- 
neuron classes were identified by their 
peak conduction velocity and peak nerve 
fibre diameter values at about
37 °C : ax (61.5 msec-1/12.5 ^m), a2(49/10.3), 
a3 (37.5/8.3). They are innervating fast 
easily-fatigued muscle fibres (FF), fast 
fatigue-resistant muscle fibres (FR) and slow 
fatigue-resistant muscle fibres (S) respectively. 
The velocity-diameter pairs measured in this 
paper are at a temperature of ~ 36 °C: 
0^(60 msec“713.1 pm), a2(50/10.2), a3 (37/8.3). 
The new values are in good agreement with the 
former ones. Only the peak nerve fibre diame
ter of the a j-motoneurons seems to be larger, 
with a value of 13.1 pm, and there seems to 
exist a subgroup of the a!-motoneurons, the 
an-motoneurons, with a peak nerve fibre diam
eter of 12.2 pm (Fig. 12, HT6/vS3; Table 1). 
For histochemical muscle fibre types see refer
ence 3.

It does seem from the fibre diameter distri
bution of figure 12 (HT6/vS3) that there may 
be even more subgroups at higher values than 
the main oq-peak. The au-motoneurons 
(7/12.2 pm) are probably the subgroup of the 
a!-motoneurons (FF-type) prominent in the 
lower sacral nerve roots, which corresponds to 
the intermediate-fatigue type (F(int)) of moto
neurons in cats (28). A conduction velocity 
identification of the armotoneurons, along
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with its probable subgroups, in the lower sacral 
nerve roots is not possible, since there are only 
a few a 1 -motoneurons in these roots.

Cat peak conduction velocities and nerve 
fibre diameters of a-motoneurons (7, 10), not 
splitted up into and a2, are between 75 and 
80 m/sec and between 13 and 14pm; a3-moto- 
neurons may not always be present in the 
lumbal range (Table 1, HT6/vL5 (40)). The 
human motoneurons conduct about 25-30% 
slower. Burke et al. (15) measured musculus 
gastrocnemius conduction velocities of a-moto
neurons innervating muscle fibres of type FF, 
FR and S from 100 to 85 m/sec in the cat.

The classification of the a!-motoneurons 
into 3 groups is strongly supported by the 
finding of the second paper (Table 1 (41)), 
namely that each class of motoneurons has 
firstly its own membrane property of repetitive 
activity and, secondly, they are driven by their 
own spinal oscillators in the high activity mode 
(rate coding (46)).

4-7. yp, yi and y2-motoneurons (intrafusal)

The motoneurons innervating the muscle 
spindles are identified by their conduction 
velocity distributions, which can partly be seen 
in the figures 3, 4 and 6. Original recordings of 
the y! and 72_mot°neurons can be seen in 
figure 4 of the second paper (41). The y2- 
motoneurons have a smaller Ap amplitude than 
7!-motoneurons and the 71-motoneurons have a 
smaller Ap amplitude than the a3-motoneurons 
(Fig. 4 of the second paper (41)). This Ap 
amplitude relation is the same as between the 
tonic and rhythmic 7 and a-motoneurons in the 
intercostal muscles of the cat (16). To obtain 
nerve fibre diameter peaks for the 3 7-motoneu
ron classes it was assumed that they have 
similar membrane properties than the a-moto- 
neurons. In the velocity-diameter plane the 
correlation curve of the a-motoneurons was 
extrapolated towards 7-motoneuron values 
(Fig. 14) and the peak nerve fibre diameters 
were obtained from the peak conduction veloci
ties by using the correlation curve (Fig. 14). For 
these extrapolated diameters, peaks could be

found in the fibre diameter distribution histo
gram of figure 11 (HT6/dS4).

The Ap’s of 7^-motoneurons had ampli
tudes and durations which lay between those of 
the a3 and ypmotoneurons. The conduction 
velocities were also intermediate (Fig. 13). 
These y^-motoneurons were thought to be of 
intrafusal type, because of the general belief (8, 
9, 46) and because of the formal view that if 
there exist 3 extrafusal motoneuron classes, it 
could be that there exist also 3 intrafusal 
motoneuron classes. This assumption is sup
ported a bit by the finding that there are only 
few aj and 7^-motoneurons in the lower sacral 
nerve roots (and also primary spindle affer- 
ents), both of which are supposed to be of a 
fast type. Functional support cannot be given 
for this classification, since only a few yp-Ap’s 
were observed.

The possibility that 7^-motoneurons inner
vate extrafusal and intrafusal muscle fibres is 
unlikely, apart from exceptions, since this 
would mean that an axon could be fast (con
ducting) and dynamic (response) with respect to 
intrafusal muscle fibres and slow and static 
with respect to extrafusal muscle fibres if the 
intrafusal muscle fibres also consist of different 
types. In figures 3 and 4 of the third paper (42) 
it will be shown that the a3-motoneurons are 
more static and unspecific in activity level 
changes, that the a2-motoneurons are more 
dynamic and specific, and that there is some 
indication that the yrmotoneurons are more 
dynamic and that the 72-motoneurons are more 
static (Figs 4, 7 of Ref. 42). In frogs, fast 
conducting axons (high regeneration speed) 
innervate extrafusal twitch muscle fibres (fast 
conducting, small membrane time constant) 
and slowly conducting axons (low regeneration 
speed) slow muscle fibres (slowly conducting, 
large membrane time constant). Only during 
metamorphosis (57) and regeneration (34, 
43, 44) is there transient mixing. The fast 
regenerating axon population innervates tran
siently twitch and slow muscle fibres before the 
old pattern is reastablished with the arrival of 
the slowly regenerating, slowly conducting 
axons. It has been reported that single /1-fibres 
innervate extrafusal and intrafusal muscle
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fibres (59, 60, cat). If this holds also true in 
human than this would mean, that intrafusal 
muscle fibres are not or not so much grouped 
into different types.

The classification scheme of identifying a 
nerve fibre by the conduction velocity, the fibre 
diameter and the function holds true for the 
cauda equina and roughly for the peripheral 
nerves, but it does not hold true for, the place 
where the motoneurons split up into different 
branches. In axon branches the conduction 
velocity and the nerve fibre diameter have no 
meaning, since they are reduced with respect to 
the mother fibre. The }y;-motoneurons spoken 
of in this paper, are the ones existing in the 
nerve roots as separate fibres.

The dynamic y,-motoneurons have a peak 
conduction velocity of 20 m/sec and a fibre 
diameter of 6.7 pm (Fig. 13). Cat peak values 
are between 30 and 35 m/sec and between 6.5 
and 7 pm (7, 10). It seems that the velocity- 
diameter characterization of the “/[-motoneu
rons at 36°C with (20 msec_1/6-7 pm) is quite 
good when one takes into account a 30% 
reduction of the conduction velocity.

The identification of the static /^-motoneu
rons is quite uncertain. Since their Ap’s 
(Fig. 4C of Ref. 41) could quite often only be 
separated with difficulty from the noise and 
artefact level, it can be assumed that Ap’s of 
very low amplitude from slowly conducting 
/2-motoneurons were lost in this noise and 
artefact level. The y2-motoneurons from fig
ure 13 (15 msec-76.2 pm) could be a slowly 
conducting subgroup of the y1-motoneurons. 
The slower time course of their activity 
response (Figs. 4 and 7 of the third paper (42), 
region y? > /i) supports the case that they con
stitute the fast part of the y2-motoneurons. It is 
to be expected that the values of the whole class 
are a bit smaller than the values given in 
figure 13. Cat peak values of the y2-motoneu- 
rons are between 15 and 30 m/sec and between 
3.5 and 4 pm (7, 10). But it has also been 
reported for cats that the conduction velocities 
of dynamic y and static y-axons overlapped 
extensively (range : 15-55 m/sec) (9).

In cats (7), 45 % (with large variations) of 
the motor fibres are, on average, intrafusal

with, on average, 2.9 fusimotor fibres per spin
dle, that means about 1 muscle spindle per 
3 extrafusal motoneurons. Also in human there 
exists about one muscle spindle (with large 
variation) per 3 motor units (14). From the 
nerve fibre diameter spectrum of figure 12 
(HT6/vS3), it can be calculated that about 15 % 
of the motoneurons are intrafusal (at least 
6 motor fibres per spindle). The nerve fibre 
diameter distribution histograms of figures 8 
and 9 of reference 40 also suggest, that the 
percentage of intrafusal motoneurons in the 
lower sacral roots is lower than in the lumbal 
range. That not all y2-motoneurons were 
detected in this measurement, cannot account 
for the low percentage of intrafusal motor 
fibres, since, in the case of the cat (7), there are 
about twice as many than y2-motoneu- 
rons (7). In the cat, muscle spindles were found 
in the external anal sphincter, but not in the 
external urethral sphincter (47). Differences in 
the lower sacral roots in comparison to lumbal 
roots have to be expected.

4.8. Structural differences among myelinated 
nerve fibres

From figure 14, it can be seen that the 
relation between conduction velocity and fibre 
diameter changed from thicker to thinner fibres 
and these changes were different for the 3 a- 
motoneuron classes and the 5 touch afferent 
classes. The temperature dependence of the 
a-motoneurons and touch afferents of figure 15 
corresponded to these changes. The tempera
ture dependence increased as group conduction 
velocities became smaller, but, again, this was 
differently for a-motoneurons and touch affer
ents. How the primary and secondary spindle 
afferents lie in the velocity-diameter plane is 
unclear, since the group fibre diameter of the 
SP2 fibres is uncertain. That the a-motoneu- 
rons are derived from bipolar nerve cells and 
the touch afferents from pseudo-unipolar nerve 
cells, may be one reason for the different nerve 
fibre properties. But even among the a-moto- 
neuron classes there seem to be differences in 
the axon membrane properties and the relative
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thickness of the myelin sheath, which cannot be 
explained just by a scaling-up factor (27). It has 
been shown in the cat (2), and suggested in 
human (40) that thicker axons have a compara
ble thin myelin sheath. As can be seen from 
table 1 of the second paper, the a2 and a3- 
motoneurons show a different repetitive activ
ity. In the cat, it has been shown that the input 
resistance and the rheobase (threshold depolar
ization) are different for the different a-moto- 
neuron classes (20, 22).

5. Clinical implications

5.1. Conduction velocities and nerve fibre diame
ters in the use of clinical research

In Restorative Neurosurgery it is necessary 
to connect nerves with respect to function (see 
second paper (41)). For a reconnection, it is 
necessary to know the circuitry and function of 
the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and partly 
of the central nervous system (CNS) of the 
human body with respect to microanatomy, 
nerve fibre compositions and activity patterns, 
and partly to verify these during an operation. 
With morphometrically identified peak diame
ters of certain nerve fibre groups, it is, for 
example, possible in cadavers to clarify partly 
the composition and function of small nerves, 
which branch and fuse, leading to the urinary 
bladder, prostate and sexual organs. In areas or 
cases, where it is also possible to record extra
cellular action potentials (Ap’s) with 2 pairs of 
electrodes, nerve fibre groups can additionally 
be identified from conduction velocity distribu
tion histograms under different stimulation 
conditions. The Ap pattern of single nerve 
fibres can be followed up in the complex affer
ent and efferent impuls traffic in the unda
maged nervous system by identifying nerve 
fibre groups from conduction velocity histo
grams and picking up single fibre Ap’s by wave 
form analysis. In this way, it is partly possible 
to clarify functions of the PNS and the CNS in 
the normal and pathological stages.

5.2. Experimental diabetes and electrodiagnosis 
during sural nerve biopsies in neuropathies

It has been shown in experimental diabetes 
in rats, induced by streptozotocin or alloxan, 
that reduced conduction velocities can be 
observed before morphological changes (45). 
Similar to figure 13, conduction velocity and 
diameter spectra could also be constructed for 
rats. Since the sural nerve also contains effer
ents (7, cat), it is possible to see reduced peak 
conduction velocities in different touch afferent 
and a-motoneuron classes in rat experimental 
diabes (49). Additionally, Ap’s which had 
rather large amplitudes and long durations, and 
which were conducted slowly, were often 
observed, indicating the existance of thick 
axons with a functionally damaged myelin 
sheath (49), since, on average, fast conducting 
fibers generate Ap’s with large amplitudes and 
short durations in humans (39,40) and ani
mals (38).

It should be possible to improve the value 
of sural nerve biopsies (19) for the diagnosis of 
neuopathies by first recording extracellular 
Ap’s with 2 pairs of electrodes from a small 
fascicle. In addition to the nerve fibre diameter 
distribution histogram one would obtain con
duction velocity histograms with certain peak 
values of touch afferents and a-motoneurons, 
because the human sural nerve may also have 
efferents. Such an extended diagnosis would 
also give information about the changes in the 
motor system.

5.3. Sacral nerve root stimulation for the control 
of the urinary bladder in paraplegia

The urinary bladder function can be 
improved in paraplegia and other disorders (11) 
by stimulating lower sacral ventral roots. 
Unwanted reflex activity has to be expected in 
some patients from the ventral root affer
ents (40). If the dorsal sacral roots are cut to 
reduce reflex activity from the stimulated blad
der, dorsal root efferents (61, Table 1) are also 
cut. Since there are more efferents in the S4 and 
S5 dorsal roots than in the S3 one it is probable
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thjat the detrusor, mainly innervated by 
S3 (S4) (1, 30), is not, or only a little, disturbed, 
whereas the external urethral sphincter, mainly 
innervated by S4 (S5)(31), may in some cases 
be essentially weakened. The effect of bladder 
stimulation, that is the earlier relaxation of the 
sphincter than the detrusor during continuous 
stimulation in such cases, may be partly due to 
the cut sphincteric motoneurons in the dorsal 
roots. Intraoperative diagnosis, including the 
recording of single Ap’s, in order to verify the 
existing innervation of the operated patients, 
may help to arrange the stimulation electrodes 
in more optimal way. Cutting dorsal roots 
should be avoided if possible, not only because 
of the cutting of dorsal root motoneurons, but 
also because other afferents may take over 
denervated synapses at the motoneuron somas 
and interneurons by sprouting (32, 35), so that 
unwanted reflex changes may appear as time 
goes on.

5.4. Urogenital malformation 
and prostate cancer

The method of restoring bladder and bowel 
continence, in children with urogenital malfor
mation and other patients with the musculus 
gracilis (29), could probably improved with the 
knowledge of nerve anastomosis, discussed in 
the second paper (41). In the case of prostate 
cancer removals, patients often lose sexual 
potency and bladder functions. In some cases 
these functions could be saved, if important 
nerve branches close to the prostate capsula 
carrying those functions, could be identified 
and saved during an operation.
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